Abstract. The present paper introduces stochastic velocity as improvement for moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method. This improvement is to overcome energy loss caused by numerical dissipation in the basic MPS that brings about rapid decay of waves. Stochastic velocity is added in the explicit step of the basic MPS method. MPS with stochastic improvement is compared with the basic method in the case of linear water waves, in particular dam break problem and standing wave in a rectangular tank. Surface detection and curve fitting are used to analyze the parameters of wave on the standing wave case. The surface detection and curved fitting was efficient to determine parameters of the wave and it was found that the stochastic improvement made the waves survived longer than in the basis method.
Introduction
Moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) [1] method is a particle method for simulating incompressible fluids. MPS method was used for example to analyze breaking waves [2] , droplet breakup behavior [3] and to predict wave impact pressure [4] . Since MPS method is based on Lagrangian system, computational grids are not necessary. Governing equations are discretized based on particle interaction models representing density, gradient, Laplace operator and free surface.
However, MPS has a weakness in the energy conservation. The waves calculated by the basic MPS decay rapidly since the mechanical energy is not fully conserved. This lack of conservation of energy is caused by numerical dissipation. A work has been introduced to recover this weakness: Suzuki [5] introduced Hamiltonian moving particle semi-implicit (HMPS). Even then, the mechanical energy was not fully conserved, but the HMPS was able to make the waves survive longer.
The objective of this paper is to overcome the loss of energy in the basic MPS using stochastic modification of velocity. The purpose of this stochastic concept is to add extra kinetic energy to the particles so that the kinetic energy gained by the stochastic velocity recovers the loss of energy caused by numerical dissipation.
The continuity equation and Euler's equation are used as governing equation. Stochastic and basic MPS were compared in the cases of dam break problem and standing wave in a rectangular tank.
Surface detection algorithm is used to determine amplitude in the standing wave case. This kind of algorithm is used because it is hard to judge the important parameters of the wave only from the distribution of particles.
The paper is organized in the following way. A brief explanation of standard MPS method is presented in second section. The stochastic improvement of velocity is introduced in third section. The fourth section describes the surface detection algorithm. Finally, the improved MPS method compared with the standard MPS method in the case of dam break problem and standing wave in a rectangular tank.
Standard MPS method
In this section, the MPS method is briefly explained based on description which provided by Koshizuka [1] . In the MPS method, the fluid is modeled using interaction of particles according to equations of motion. Governing equations for inviscid fluid motion are continuity equation and Euler's equation:
where u denotes particle velocity vector, t denotes time, ρ denotes density, P denotes pressure and g denotes gravity acceleration vector. It should be noted that Eq. (1) is written in the form of a compressible flow. In the MPS method, incompressibility is enforced by the way setting Dρ Dt = 0 at each particle at each calculation time step. According to [4] the left hand side of Eq. (2) denotes the material derivative Du Dt involving the advection term. In the particle methods, including the MPS method, the advection term is automatically calculated through the tracking of particle motion; hence, the numerical diffusion arising from the successive interpolation of the advection function in Eulerian grid based methods is controlled without the need for a sophisticated algorithm.
The main idea of MPS method is to divide Eq. (2) into two parts to calculate the change of velocity, as follows
Particle interaction is described in terms of weight function. Weight function w(r) in MPS method is defined as [1] w(r) = re r − 1 if r < r e 0 if r ≥ r e .
Here, r will have the meaning of distance between particles and r e is the cut off distance. In this paper, r e equals to 2.1l 0 , where l 0 is the initial distance between particles. The particle number density for particle i (n i ) is calculated by
where N denotes the total number of particles. The Laplace operator of a scalar quantity φ for particle i is evaluated using
Here, r i is position vector of particle i and d is the space dimension. In this paper, the constant n 0 is defined as the maximum value of particle number density
The parameter λ is defined as [4] 
The gradient of pressure ∇P for particle i is defined as
whereP i denotes the minimum pressure among particles within certain cut-off distance. For modeling the incompressibility, the number of densities n * that are calculated at the end of explicit step deviate from the constant number of density n 0 ; hence, a second corrective process is required to adjust the number of densities to initial values prior to the time step. In the implicit step, the intermediate particle velocities are updated implicitply through solving the Poisson Pressure Equation (PPE) derived as [1]
where ∆t denotes calculation time step and k denotes the step of calculation.
To set the Dirichlet boundary condition for the Poisson's equation of pressure, particles satisfying [3] n i < βn 0 ,
are judged as surface particles and their pressure is fixed to zero or to atmospheric pressure value. Here, β is a value between 0.8 to 0.98. The time step is important for numerical stability. According to [6] the time step should follow the CFL condition
here, u max is the maximum velocity among the particles.
As described before that the standard MPS method has a weakness in the energy conservation. The mechanical energy is not fully conserved caused by numerical dissipation. To overcome this problem, the stochastic improvement of velocity is introduced. The stochastic velocity is added in standard MPS method. To add such stochastic velocity, after the particle's velocity in the explicit step (Eq. (3)) is calculated, the stochastic velocity u stoc is added. The direction of stochastic velocity u stoc should be determined so that it does not reduce the particle velocity in the particular time step. To generate such direction, first the unit vector of particle's velocity u is calculated by
where |u| is the length of the vector. Next, random angle θ is generated from the interval (−π/2,π/2) by choosing a random number r from a uniform distribution U(0, 1):
Then, rotating the vectorû x andû y by the angle θ counter-clockwise about the origin, the unit vector of the stochastic velocity is determined by
Finally, the unit vector determined by Eq. (16) is multiplied by the magnitude of the stochastic velocity m to get the final vector form
Here, u is the velocity calculated by basic MPS method (after the explicit step). u res is the resultant velocity due to addition u and u stoc This process is illustrated in Fig.  1 .
The magnitude of the stochastic velocity m is also given by choosing a random number r from a uniform distribution U(0, 1):
where min is the minimum range of the magnitude which is defined to be 0, max is the maximum range which defined as max = αu loss . Here, α is a positive constant which determines the strength of the stochastic velocity, while the term u loss is defined as the amount of velocity that is lost due to energy difference on subsequent time steps. The value of u loss is determined based on the idea that the energy loss on two neighboring time steps corresponds to the loss of kinetic energy ∆EK
where E total denotes total energy and k denotes step number. Since kinetic energy per unit mass is given by EK = , then
The addition of stochastic velocity follows several constraints:
1. From experience of several simulations, the constant α is usually much less than 0.1. If its more than 0.1, the particles will get extra high velocity that leads to excessive energy making the particles jump off.
2. It may happen that ∆EK in Eq. (20) equals to zero or even to a negative number (which means the energy is larger than in the previous step). In this case, the explicit step will be calculated without stochastic velocity.
The complete algorithm of stochastic MPS in some step k is described below: 
Surface Detection
In order to compare the result from the simulations of basic MPS method and the stochastic improvement, a surface detection algorithm is needed. It is hard to judge the important parameters of the wave only from the distribution of particles.
The algorithm begins with finding the upper left and right particles. Then the algorithm starts to trace the surface particles from the left to the right. From the left particle, the vertical reference axis is used to detect the second surface particle.
The mechanism to detect the second surface particles is shown in Fig. 2 . The radius of search area is bounded by constant r e which is the same as the cut-off radius in the above described theory of MPS. Angle from the vertical reference axis to each particle within the search radius is measured. Once the angles are measured, they are converted into quadrant value. The second surface particle is then determined as the particle that has the minimum angle with the vertical reference axis. After the second surface particle is determined, this surface particle is called the current point and it is used to get the third surface particle.
The third surface particle and so on are determined using different algorithm. This algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 , the surface particle detected before the current point is used (in this case: the third surface particle is determined using the first and the second particles).
First, the reference vector that connects the current point and the previous sur- face particle is measured. Then the normal vector perpendicular to the reference vector which direct out from the particle distribution is determined using geometry transformation matrix. Candidate vectors from current point to all the particles inside the search area are also measured. Using two dot products relation (the product of between the reference vector and the candidate vectors, and the product of normal vector and the candidate vectors), the angles θ from the reference vector to the candidate vectors as shown in Fig. 3 can be determined. The next surface particle is the one corresponding to the smallest angle θ.
Figure 4: Surface detection algorithm
Once the next surface particle is determined, this particle becomes the current point and the dot product algorithm is used to get the next surface particle. This mechanism is repeated until the upper right particle is detected. The flow chat of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .
In some simulations, particles jump off. The algorithm should consider a constraint that would exclude this kind of particles because these particles are actually not part of the wave. The value of particle number density is used as a constraint. Namely If the particle number density is less than 0.4n 0 , the algorithm will exclude these particles from the surface detection process.
Test Cases

Dam break problem
Two-dimensional dam break problem were simulated. This kind of simulation has been the most common test case in fluid dynamics.
Conditions of computation
The computation domain was set to be ((x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ l, 0 ≤ y ≤ l), where l was taken to be 2 m. The initial water column was set to be ((x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1). Rigid boundary condition was applied. The initial velocity and pressure was set to zero for each particle. The distance between particles was set to be 0.02 m and 2.171 particles were used in the computation while the simulation is taken until 15 seconds. The initial configuration of the particles is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 
Results
In this implementation, the basic MPS and stochastic MPS were simulated. Stochastic MPS used several α values (see (19)). Namely, α = 0.003, α = 0.001 and α = 0.0009 were simulated.
The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 6 . Since the time step on each simulation is different, then the comparison was taken on the slightly different time and the main focus of the comparison is the time when wave disappeared . As shown on Fig. 6 , at time 12.76s It is shown that the wave from the basic MPS already disappeared while the stochastic MPS still survived until several cycle. Thus it can be concluded that the wave which performed by stochastic improvement stronger and survived longer than the basic MPS.
The total energy density with respect to time is plotted in Fig. 7 . It is shows that the energy performed by basic MPS has lower state than the stochastic. The oscilation of stochastic energy density is caused by the current algorithm that perform the addition of stochastic velocity only if the total energy on the particular step has lower value than the step before. Since the whole energy system will decrease, the oscilation will occur because of the current stochastic velocity algorithm.
Standing wave in a rectangular tank
Two-dimensional standing waves in a rectangular tank were simulated. This kind of simulation has been studied by Suzuki [5] using Hamiltonian moving particle semiimplicit (HMPS). The results are compared with the analytical solution according to Wu and Taylor [7] based on the water elevation at the center of the tank. In this paper, different approach using surface detection and least square curve fitting is used to determine the amplitude of the wave.
Conditions of computation
The computation domain was set to be ((x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ l, 0 ≤ y ≤ l), where l was taken to be equal to the wavelength. Here the wavelength λ was 1 m. The depth of water h was λ/3. The initial configuration of the free surface is given by
Here y 0 is the initial surface displacement, A = 0.07λ is the amplitude and k is the wave number which defined as 2π/λ. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, while at the bottom mirror boundary condition was used. The initial velocity and pressure was set to zero for each particle. The distance between particles was set to Surface detection was applied to the solution and the obtained surface was fitted using least square curve fitting. GNUPLOT curve fitting is used. In this case, since the surface seems closed to quadratic function then the data fitted using simple quadratic function y(x) = ax 2 + bx + c,
where constant a, b and c are to determined. From the result of the least square curve fitting, the amplitude of the wave is calculated on each time step. From the quadratic function (Eq. 23), the maximum point (x max , y max ) is calculated by setting dy dx = 0 which results in
To estimated the quality of the fitting, average relative errorǭ is used
Figure 8: Initial condition of standing wave in a rectangular tank
Here, N denotes the number of data, y eq denotes the fitted value according to (23), while y est is the y value of the surface detection result. Figure 9 shows the result of surface detection and error calculation.
Results
In this implementation, the basic MPS and stochastic MPS were simulated. Stochastic MPS used several α values (see (19)). Namely, α = 0.02, α = 0.03 and α = 0.04 were simulated. According to the relative error which was less than 4.5%, it can be concluded that the curve fitting worked well.
The wave height evolution with respect to time is plotted in Fig. 10 . It shows that the waves obtained from stochastic MPS survived longer than the basic MPS. The wave from basic MPS decayed rapidly in time, and disappeared already from t = 3.5 seconds. In comparison with the analytical solution [7] , the wave height from stochastic MPS was higher and nearer to the analytical solution.
Ideally in qualitative analysis, if the system has perfect mechanical energy conservation, the amplitude of the wave will not decrease. But since the MPS method suffers from the numerical dissipation, the wave will rapidly decay. Using the stochastic velocity, the rapid decay of the wave could be prevented. The energy density with respect to time is plotted in Fig. 11 . It is shown that energy of the basic MPS decayed faster in time compared with the stochastic result (with α = 0.04).
However, the stochastic MPS has a drawback that the particles moved to one direction after the wave disappeared. This is caused by the random movement of the particles plus extra velocity added by the stochastic term. The development of stochastic MPS without this drawback is left for further study.
Conclusion
This paper introduces an improvement of moving particle semi-implicit method through the addition of stochastic velocity. Stochastic velocity is added after the explicit step of basic MPS method. The cases that studied were the dam break problem and standing wave in a rectangular tank. Surface detection and least square curve fitting were used to analyze the waves on the standing wave case.
On the dam break problem, it was showed that the wave that performed by the stochastic survived longer than the basic MPS. However, the energy density from the stochastic MPS suffers some oscilation due to the stochastic algorithm.
On standing wave case, it was showed that the wave with the stochastic MPS survived longer than the basic MPS. In comparison with the analytical solution [7] , the wave height from stochastic MPS was higher and nearer to the analytical solution even it still far from the ideal system in which the mechanical energy is fully conserved.
However, on the standing wave case the stochastic MPS has a drawback that the particles moved to one direction after the wave disappeared. This is caused by the random movement of the particles plus extra velocity added by the stochastic term. The development of stochastic MPS without this drawback is left for further study.
